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Abstrat
We introdue a notion of a suballowable sequene of permutations and prove a few
ombinatorial and geometri results on suh sequenes.
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1 The notion of a suballowable sequene of permuta-
tions
We dene a suballowable sequene of permutations as an innite periodi se-
quene of permutations of the set f1; 2; : : : ; ng suh that:
(i) Eah term in the seond half period is the reverse of the orresponding
term in the rst half period;
(ii) In the ourse of eah half period, eah pair of labels swithes just one.
Any suballowable sequene of permutations is ompletely determined by
its half-period.
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This notion generalizes that of an allowable sequene of permutations whih
was introdued in 1980 by Goodman and Pollak [1℄. Combinatorial properties
of allowable sequenes were used in solving several problems in Disrete Ge-
ometry (on ongurations of points, arrangements of lines, k-sets, ( k)-sets
et.).
2 Results
We prove the following results:

Geometri permutations of a planar family of pairwise disjoint onvex sets,
ordered aording to diretions of orresponding transversal lines, form half
a period of a suballowable sequene (a geometri permutation is the order
in whih a transversal line of suh a family meets its members, desribed
by a permutation of their labels).

Charaterization of allowable sequenes in the lass of suballowable sequenes:
Let L be a suballowable sequene. It is allowable if and only if it does not
ontain a move of the form (: : : a : : : b : : :  : : :)! (: : : b : : :  : : : a : : :) or of of
the form (: : : a : : : b : : :  : : :)! (: : :  : : : a : : : b : : :).

Eah suballowable sequene may be ompleted to an allowable sequene.

A Helly-Type result on sets of permutations forming suballowable sequenes:
Let P be a set of undireted permutations (an undireted permutation is a
pair formed by a permutation and its reverse). It is possible to hoose a
representative of eah member of P and to order them into half a period of
suballowable sequene if and only if the same is true for any restrition of
P to six labels.

A suballowable sequene dened by half-period (123456) ! (412563) !
(541632) is non-realizable by a onguration of points or by an arrangement
of straight lines. It is the only (up to relabeling) suballowable non-realizable
sequene on six labels with three terms in half-period.
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